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� Copper fibers with ample antler microstructures on their surface.
� Porous metal fiber sintered felt/paraffin composite PCMs were prepared.
� The improvement of heat transfer by PMFSF is more evident under larger heat flux.
� A lower heat source temperature can be achieved at smaller porosity.
� PMFSF has an enormous potential to enhance the thermal conduction of PCMs.
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Phase change material (PCM)-based heat sinks have the potential to provide reliable thermal manage-
ment for electronic devices. However, the low thermal conductivity of PCMs hampers their use in
large-volume or high-power devices. Embedding a PCM in a porous matrix is an efficient method for
enhancing heat dissipation in a passive cooling application. In this study, the copper fibers with ample
antler microstructures on their surface were first introduced into the phase change heat transfer
enhancement technology. The enhanced heat transfer performance of a PCM embedded in a porous metal
fiber sintered felt (PMFSF) was experimentally investigated. Paraffin/PMFSF composite PCM (MF-PCM)
was prepared, and three types of heat sinks (filled with MF-PCM, filled with paraffin, and empty) were
tested under four power levels. The effect of the porosity was also investigated. It was found that the
addition of PMFSF enhanced heat transfer to the PCM, leading to lower heat source temperature.
The improvement of heat transfer by MF-PCM is more evident under larger heat flux. Before melting is
completed, lower heat source temperature and temperature gradient is achieved for the heat sink with
low porosity, while longer duration of temperature control region is achieved in the case of the heat sink
with the higher porosity. The time-averaged effective thermal resistance of the heat sink with paraffin is
higher than that of the heat sinks with MF-PCM. All these results show the enormous potential of
using PMFSF to replace metal foams, thus offering a new porous metal matrix to enhance the thermal
conduction of PCMs.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the increasing requirements for performance and the
rapid development of packaging technology, electronics compo-
nents have grown smaller in size, while their power has increased.
As a result, tremendous heat flux is associated with components
such as central processing units (CPUs), light emitting diodes
(LED), and insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). Consequently,
thermal management (TM) has become critical in the development
of electronic devices because it controls the device temperature,
which in turn affects the performance and reliability of the device
[1]. Since phase change materials (PCMs) possess a combination of
excellent features such as high latent heat, chemical stability, non-
toxicity, and small volume change, passive cooling methods using
organic PCM have emerged recently as a widely researched tech-
nique for the TM of high heat fluxes in electronics [2–6]. These
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studies [2–6] show the PCM-based TM schemes have the potential
to provide a reliable solution for electronic devices in terms of
reducing volume and avoiding overheating and thermally induced
fatigue.

However, the intrinsic poor thermal conductivity limits the
applications of PCMs in large-volume or high-power devices. To
overcome this problem, techniques for enhancing the thermal
conduction of the PCM were proposed by several researchers.
Introducing suitable internal fins [7–10] can enhance heat distribu-
tion into the PCM and improve the performance of PCM-based TM
system. However, introducing internal fins inside a PCM container
considerably increases the weight, volume, and machining cost of
TM systems. Salunkhe and Shembekar [11] presented a review of
the effect of micro encapsulating PCM (MEPCM) on the perfor-
mance of a thermal energy storage system. However, the polymer
wall of these composite PCMs had low thermal conductivity and
hence considerably decreased the heat transfer from the PCM to
the energy storage medium. Hexagonal boron nitride nanosheets
[12], herringbone style graphite nanofibers [13], Fe3O4 nanoparti-
cles [14], carbon nanotubes [15,16], carbon nanofibers [17] and
graphene nanoplatelets [16,17] were proposed as promising nano-
fillers for preparing high-conductivity composite PCMs. However,
Parameshwaran et al. [18] found that increasing mass loading of
nanocomposite resulted in 4% increased viscosity of PCM. So one
disadvantage of dispersing high-conductivity nanomaterials into
PCM is that the viscosity of the composite PCM in liquid phase
increases drastically weakening or even eliminating the natural
convection effect, which in turn may overweigh the enhanced heat
conduction realized by thermal conductivity enhancement [16].

In addition to the aforementioned methods, embedding PCMs in
a porous matrix for enhancing heat transfer has gained increasing
attention. Graphite matrices and metal foams are the most com-
monly used materials. Huang et al. [19] indicated that the thermal
conductivities of the LiNO3/KCl-expanded graphite (EG) composite
phase change material were 1.85–7.56 times higher compared
with the eutectic LiNO3/KCl and the conductivity value varied with
the EG mass content and the apparent density of the composite.
Ling et al. [20] investigated the synergetic effect of the mass frac-
tion of paraffin in the paraffin/EG composite PCM and the packing
density of the composite in a power batteries thermal manage-
ment system. Mills et al. [21] proved that the thermal conductivity
of paraffin wax increased by two orders of magnitude upon
embedding porous graphite matrices. However, the difference in
the thermal conductivity in two perpendicular directions was
about one order of magnitude. Luo et al. [22] also found clear ani-
sotropic thermal conductivity in a paraffin/EG composite PCM, and
proved that this anisotropy greatly and adversely influenced the
phase change heat transfer. Zhou and Zhao [23] indicated that
either metal foams or expanded graphite could enhance the heat
transfer rate of a PCM, and that metal foams provided better heat
transfer performance than expanded graphite owing to the contin-
uous interconnected structures of the foams. Zhang et al. [24]
found that the thermal conductivities of the paraffin/nickel foam
composite PCMs and those of the paraffin/copper foam composite
PCMs were thrice and fifteen times, respectively, that of paraffin.
Besides, a series of studies [25–29] indicated that the phase change
heat transfer in a PCMwas enhanced by being embedded with cop-
per foam in these aspects of enhancing thermal conduction,
homogenizing internal temperature distribution and shortening
melting time.

However, the complex manufacturing process (direct foaming,
casting method, and foaming of slurries [30]) and high production
cost for metal foams are the obstacles to the practical large-scale
applications of such foams. Besides, the impregnation ratio of
PCM in metal foams fails to achieve a satisfactory value owing to
the existence of closed pores, especially when the porosity is
low. Mustaffar et al. [31] had attempted to use a multilayer
expanded metal mesh as an inexpensive alternative to metal foam
and concluded that the weak thermal contact between these layers
must be overcome for it to match or exceed the performance of
metal foams of a similar porosity class. Porous metal fiber sintered
felt (PMFSF) is a novel porous metal material with a three-
dimensional reticulate and fully interconnected pore structure.
Zhang et al. [32] demonstrated that the PMFSF differed from metal
foams in terms of pore shape and surface morphology. Owing to
the fully interconnected pore structure over a large porosity range,
an impregnation ratio of nearly 100% can be achieved by embed-
ding a PCM in a PMFSF. Li et al. [33] had studied experimentally
the enhanced heat transfer performance of porous stainless-steel
fiber felt saturated with paraffin as PCM. However, the surface of
these stainless-steel fibers were smooth, which couldn‘t fully
promote the heat communication between PCM and the fibers.
The copper fibers fabricated by cutting with a multi-tooth tool
[34] have a large number of antler microstructures on their surface.
These surface microstructures help enlarge the specific surface
area of the PMFSF and accelerate the turbulent flow of liquid
PCM, both of which enhance the thermal communication between
PCM and PMFSF. Further, the numerous surface microstructures on
copper fibers enhance their bonding strength during sintering,
which results in a high thermal conductivity. These characteristics
indicate that PMFSFs have a great potential to enhance the thermal
performance of PCMs. However, few studies have focused on phase
change heat transfer enhancement technology combined with this
kind of copper fibers and PCM.

This study aims at experimentally investigating the effect of
using a PMFSF to enhance PCM thermal performance. The PMFSF
was made of copper fibers fabricated by cutting with a multi-
tooth tool. Three types of heat sinks with LEDs as heat sources
were fabricated; of these, one type of heat sinks contained paraffin,
while another was filled with paraffin/PMFSF composites PCMs
(MF-PCMs). The transient thermal performances of three types of
heat sinks were evaluated and compared by tracking the tempera-
ture at three different positions under pulsed heat loads. The
potential of using PMFSFs to replace metal foams can be proved
through this research, thus offering a new porous metal matrix
used to enhance the thermal conductivity of PCMs. In addition,
the effects of porosity of PCFS and the natural convection of liquid
paraffin on the transient thermal performance were experimen-
tally investigated.
2. Experimental

2.1. The MF-PCM heat sink with LEDs as the heat source

The schematic of the MF-PCM heat sink is shown in Fig. 1. It had
three parts: a hollow aluminum chamber, a MF-PCM, and a lighting
source comprising LEDs. As is shown in Fig. 2, the lighting source
consisted of a 20 � 20 � 1 mm lamp panel with four 3535 series
ceramic high power LED components (FP-3535, Foshan NationStar
Optoelectronics Co. Ltd.) with power grading from 1W to 5W. It
was applied as the light part of an actual sound control LED corri-
dor lamp. A hole with a diameter of 1 mm was drilled in the center
of lamp panel for installing a thermocouple. The dimensions of the
hollow aluminum chamber were designed based on the light
source. It had a scale size of 34 � 34 � 27 mm, with a 2-mm-
thick wall and a 30 � 30 � 25 mm cavity machined inside. A 20
� 20 � 0.3 mm thermally conductive tape (DIAL A100-03E-2K,
INDIAL TECH.) with a thermal conductivity of 3.5 W/(m K) was
applied to attach the lighting source at the center of the bottom
surface of the aluminum chamber to eliminate air pockets and
ensure maximum conduction. The MF-PCM of dimensions



Fig. 1. The schematic of a typical MF-PCM heat sink.

Fig. 2. The physical map of the light source with LED.
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30 � 30 � 20 mm was placed in the cavity. The height of the MF-
PCM was 5 mm less than that of the cavity to prevent the overflow
of liquid PCM during volume expansion when melting. Further, a
hole of diameter 1 mm was drilled at a depth of 10 mm from the
center of the top surface of the MF-PCM for installing a
thermocouple.

2.2. Manufacturing MF-PCM

The PMFSF was manufactured in four steps [34]: (1) As shown
in Fig. 3 (a), the continuous copper fibers with an equivalent diam-
eter of 150 lm were fabricated by cutting with a multi-tooth tool.
These copper fibers were then cut into segments with length
ranging from 15 to 20 mm. (2) the copper fibers were randomly
distributed into the packing chamber of the mold pressing equip-
ment. Then pressure was applied by screwing the bolt apparatus.
In doing so, a semi-finished PMFSF with the same shape of the
packing chamber was obtained. (3) Sintering was then carried
out in hydrogen gas atmosphere with constant pressure of
0.3 MPa. The sintering temperature was 900 �C with a holding time
of 60 min. When the sintering was completed, the sample was
removed from the furnace and cooled to room temperature in
air. (4) The mold pressing equipment was disassembled and the
PMFSF was ready for impregnating paraffin.

The typical three-dimensional reticulated structured of a PMFSF
is shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the PMFSF exhibited open-cell and
interconnected pore structure with a large number of antler sur-
face microstructures on the copper fibers.

Since the obtained PMFSF has a regular geometric shape, we can
calculate the average porosity by using the quality-volume
method:

eð%Þ ¼ 1� M
qV

� �
� 100 ð1Þ

where V is the volume of the PMFSF (cm3); M, the mass of PMFSF
(g); and q, the density of red copper (g/cm3).

The MF-PCM was prepared by the vacuum impregnation
method [24], which could achieve higher impregnation ratios than
the conventional non-vacuum impregnation method. Normal
paraffin of type CnH2n+2, as the most widely available organic phase
change material, has been highly recommended in the latent heat
storage due to its large latent heat, good stability, no subcooling
degree, no toxicity and lost cost [7,24]. Therefore, paraffin RT55
(German RUBITHERM� Corp.) was chosen as the PCM employed
to prepare MF-PCM. The melting point range and the latent heat
of the paraffin was testing using a SETARAM-DSC-131 differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC), as shown in Fig. 4. DSC is a thermoan-
alytical technique in which the difference in the amount of heat
required to increase the temperature of a sample and reference is
measured as a function of temperature. Both the sample and refer-
ence are maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout
the experiment. Using this technique it is possible to observe
fusion and crystallization events as well as glass transition temper-
atures. The effective thermal Conductivity ke and the permeability
K of the MF-PCM can be obtained by using Eqs. (2)–(6) in Ref. [35]
and Eqs. (7) and (8) in Ref. [36], respectively.
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where ks and kf are the thermal conductivities of red copper and
paraffin, respectively; deq is the pore diameter; and c is the ratio
of the intersection radius and the equivalent diameter of the fiber
(c = r/df). Based on the values in Ref. [35], c = 60 yielded the best fit.

The thermal conductivity values of MF-PCMs obtained accord-
ing to the calculation model are listed in Table 1. According to
the data provided by its manufacturer, the thermal conductivity
of RT55 is 0.2 W/(m K). Based on the calculated results in Table 1,



Fig. 6. Transient temperature variations in a typical complete run of the PCSMPCM
heat sink (e = 95%) at 8.54 W.

Fig. 3. (a) The continuous copper fibers are fabricated by the cutting method with a multi-tooth tool. (b) The SEM image of a PMFSF with typical three-dimensional
reticulated structure.

Fig. 4. DSC test results for paraffin RT55.

Table 1
The calculated thermal conductivities of MF-PCMs.

e 0.95 0.85 0.75

ke (W/(m K)) 5.36 16.07 26.78
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the enhanced thermal conductivities of the MF-PCMs achieve
27–134 times (depend on its porosity) of that of paraffin RT55,
which shows a tremendous enhancement in thermal conduction
due to the addition of PMFSF.
2.3. Experimental setup

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental appara-
tus. The apparatus comprised a heat sink with LEDs, an acrylic
box, a data acquisition system, and a power supplier. The heat sink
was placed in the acrylic box to prevent interference from
Fig. 5. A schematic diagram of t
surroundings. In order to quantitatively evaluate the MF-PCM heat
sink, other two filling modes, namely, a hollow aluminum chamber
filled with solid paraffin (identical dimensions as the MF-PCM) and
an empty hollow aluminum chamber were introduced as two con-
trol cases. The data acquisition system was made up of a data
acquisition module (ADVABTECH USB-4718), three K-type thermo-
couples, and a computer. The thermocouples were attached at the
center of the LED lighting source (T1), the center of one specific
sidewall of the aluminum chamber (T2), and the center of the
PCM (T3) with cyanoacrylate adhesive (D3-606, Satlon) to measure
the temperatures at these locations. The LED lighting source was
connected to a regulated DC power supply (QJ21005X, 210 V
he experimental apparatus.



Fig. 7. Transient temperature difference variations in a typical complete operation
of the MF-PCM heat sink (e = 95%) at 8.54 W.
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5 A). Four input powers of 8.54 W, 11.03 W, 13.65 W, and 16.66W
were applied to each heat sink to investigate its transient thermal
performance. All experimental cases were started by switching on
the DC power supply; the heating process ended when T1 reached
90 �C or 100 �C (under 16.66W) in an air-conditioned room with a
constant ambient temperature of 25 �C. The uncertainties were
estimated based on the random errors during temperature
measurements. The thermocouple has an accuracy of 0.1 �C,
while the data acquisition module has a resolution of 0.2 �C.
Fig. 8. Transient temperature rise at the center of the LED lighting source (T1) under three
16.66 W.
The tolerance of the input power of the regulated DC power supply
was ±0.1 W.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Transient thermal performance of a typical MF-PCM heat sink

Fig. 6 shows the typical complete run of a MF-PCM heat sink
(e = 95%) at 8.54 W. When applied with a single pulse heat load,
the transient temperature curves of MF-PCM heat sink could be
divided into four regions by their slopes.

These regions are the solid region, the melting region, the liquid
region, and the solidification region. We define the average tem-
perature rising rate (ATRR) in each region as follows:

VATRR ¼ DT
Dt

ð9Þ

where Dt is the lasting time of a region, and DT is the increase in T1
during Dt.

The ATRR in the solid, melting, and liquid regions are 0.061 K/s,
0.015 K/s, and 0.021 K/s, respectively, indicating that the increase
in temperature somehow slows down in the melting region and
that the heating source suffers less intensive thermal shock. This
is because as the MF-PCMmelts, most of the heat is stored as latent
heat.

For a better sight of the transient performance, the transient
temperature difference curves of the heat sink are plotted in
Fig. 7; here, DT1 and DT2 represent the temperature difference
between T1 and T3 and that between T1 and T2, respectively. Here
filling modes during heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d)
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the transient behavior of the MF-PCM heat sink will be analyzed
based on Figs. 6 and 7.

In the solid region, the temperatures increased with sharp
slopes first, and then their slopes decreased greatly at 540 s, indi-
cating the onset of the melting of MF-PCM. DT2 gradually
increased until 40 s, and then remained constant at approximately
5.9 �C. Further, DT1 increased much faster than DT2 at first,
reached 11.2 �C at 300 s, and thereafter, it showed a decreasing
trend until it reached a value of to 9.2 �C at 540 s. Therefore, we
can also identify the onset of melting by finding the time when
the first trough ofDT1 appeared. In the melting region, the temper-
atures rose substantially slowly. Although the heat load was iden-
tical, the whole heat sink appeared to be in an almost constant
temperature state owing to conversion of sensible heat into latent
heat. Further, while DT2 remained almost horizontal and fluctu-
ated only slightly, DT1 showed a gradually rising trend up to
11.6 �C after the onset of melting. This is because only the MF-
PCM played a role in latent heat storage in the heat sink, causing
T3 to rise slower than T1 while melting. In the liquid region, the
temperatures rose swiftly again; T3 rose slightly faster than T1
and T2. It is understood that the paraffin inside MF-PCM com-
pletely turned into liquid in this region and lost the function of
latent heat storage. Also,DT1 stopped rising and showed a decreas-
ing trend. This is attributed to the natural convection of liquid
paraffin, which accelerated the heat transfer inside the MF-PCM
and narrowed the temperature gradient between the heat source
and the MF-PCM.

Natural convection air cooling was triggered immediately when
T1 reached 90 �C, because of which the heat sink entered the solid-
ification region, in which its thermal storage capability was recov-
ered to prepare for the next pulse heat load. T1 and T2 showed
immediate and drastic falls, while T3 showed an opposite behavior
Fig. 9. Transient temperature rise in the PCM (T3) under two PCM-based filling modes
at first. Although difficult to identify in Fig. 6, T3 rose from 85.6 �C
to 86.0 �C in the first 20 s in the solidification region, and then
declined swiftly similar to T1 and T2. Since T1 was still higher than
T3 as the heat sink entered the solidification region, heat continued
to flow from the location where T1 was measured to that where T3
was measured, until T1 decreased. Thereafter, the three tempera-
tures decreased at identical cooling rates, until T3 reached approx-
imately 57.0 �C, which is the solidification point of paraffin RT55.
Then, re-solidification activated the release of the stored energy,
resulting in the undesirably slow cooling rates until all MF-PCM
became solid again. It took nearly 6000 s to cool down to 27 �C.

The above discussion shows that the capacity of temperature
control is disabled after the MF-PCM heat sink enters the liquid
region. Therefore, we only suggest using the solid and melting
regions to control the temperature of electronic components in
practical applications and merge the solid and melting regions as
the temperature control region. For this purpose, the operating
period of electronic components should be shorter than the tem-
perature control region, but the stopping period should be longer
than the solidification region.

3.2. Effect of different filling modes (heating process)

Fig. 8 compares the transient thermal performance of three fill-
ing modes during the heating process. We first focused on the com-
parison of the temperatures of the heat sources (T1) in these three
modes. Considering that the ambient temperature was 25 �C,
undoubtedly, the larger the input power, the sooner T1 reached
the critical temperature in all filling modes. The time before T1empty

reached the critical temperature was much shorter than that in the
other two modes at all values of input power. Meanwhile, T1empty

was also higher than that in the other twomodes. This phenomenon
during heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d) 16.66 W.
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confirms that using PCM can protect the heat source from the shock
of high heat flux.

The transient thermal performance of three modes is only dis-
cussed at 8.53 W for simplifying the analysis. For the empty heat
sink, heat was transferred by heat conduction in the solid alu-
minum chamber and by natural convection on the external surface.
Consequently, T1empty rose nearly linearly and just took 665 s to
reach 90 �C, verifying that the absence of PCMs exposes the heat
source to a thermal runaway situation. For the heat sink with
paraffin, T1paraffin rose nearly linearly as well in the first 350 s.
The undesirable low thermal conductivity of the paraffin caused
the rising of T1paraffin faster than T1MF-PCM. Then the paraffin started
to melt, absorbing latent heat at the moving interface. Meanwhile,
natural convection in the melting paraffin caused T1paraffin to evolve
along a far flatter path and it only rose from 57.0 �C to 70.9 �C. A
local undershoot approaching the end of melting on the curve of
T1paraffin is attributed to the falling of a small piece of floating paraf-
fin. This phenomenon could be observed at other input powers.
The duration for which the undershoot was observed become
shorter as the input power increased, indicating that floating paraf-
fin melts faster under more intensive natural convection in liquid
paraffin because of the increasing heating power [37]. For the heat
sink with MF-PCM, T1MF-PCM decreased to a lower level than
T1paraffin owing to the introduction of high-conductivity PMFSF.
The time taken to reach the melting region was extended to
485 s, and T1MF-PCM was 3.6 �C less than T1paraffin at that moment.
This is because the PMFSF improved the effective thermal conduc-
tivity of the composite so that heat was transferred and diffused
throughout the whole MF-PCM. However, owing to the extremely
low thermal conductivity, a thin layer of paraffin near the inner
Fig. 10. Transient temperature difference (DT1) variations under two PCM-based filling
16.66 W.
wall of the heat sink with pure paraffin at the beginning accumu-
lated heat [10], because of which this part of paraffin melted
rapidly. This situation was confirmed by the early change in the
slope of T1paraffin as compared to the change in the case of
T1MF-PCM. During the melting process, T1MF-PCM rose with a slightly
lower slope than T1paraffin. Although the existence of PMFSF
inevitably suppressed the natural convection of liquid paraffin, it
enhanced heat conduction in the composite [27]. Heat conduction
ultimately dominated the melting process, helping realize a lower
temperature. It took 810 s to complete the melting for MF-PCM;
this value is 437 s less than that for paraffin because MF-PCM con-
tains less paraffin. After the melting process, T1MF-PCM rose at
nearly the same rate as T1paraffin, than reached T1paraffin at 1381 s;
the maximum drop in T1MF-PCM was approximately 5.8 �C.

The melting process of the PCM-based (paraffin and MF-PCM)
heat sinks may be better analyzed by comparing the temperature
variations in the PCM (T3) and the transient temperature differ-
ence (DT1). As presented in Fig. 9, T3paraffin was lower than
T3MF-PCM during the whole heating process at four input powers.
T3MF-PCM increased far more swiftly than T3paraffin before melting,
indicating the heat was conducted more efficiently by the
MF-PCM because of the high thermal conductivity of PMFSF. Then
a nearly vertical upwards segment was observed in the T3paraffin

curve. This is attributed to the small piece of floating paraffin,
which then melts and absorbs latent heat rapidly at the end of
melting—this may correspond to the undershot of T1paraffin shown
in Fig. 8. As described in Fig. 10, DT1MF-PCM was much less than
DT1paraffin at any instant at all four input powers. In particular,
before the paraffin was completely melted, the temperature differ-
ence between two modes reaches 20–30 �C, which was nearly
modes during the heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d)
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twice DT1MF-PCM. The temperature difference between two modes
also increased as the input power increases, indicating that the
improvement of heat transfer by MF-PCM is more evident at larger
input power.

3.3. Effect of porosity of MF-PCM (heating process)

Fig. 11 shows the T1 time histories for three MF-PCM heat sinks
with three different porosities (e = 95%, 85%, 75%). Before the melt-
ing process, T175% < T185%, and T185% < T195%. This phenomenon was
observed because heat was transferred only by conduction in the
solid region, and lower porosity meant higher effective thermal
conductivity according to the theoretical model (Eqs. (2)–(6)). In
the melting region, T1 of the heat sink with lower porosity was still
less than that of the heat sink with higher porosity, and the
temperature difference between the heat sinks with the three
porosities increases gradually. According to the theoretical model
(Eqs. (7) and (8)), natural convection in liquid paraffin is more
constrained in the lower porosity MF-PCM because of it lower
permeability. However, the enhancement of thermal conduction
by MF-PCM exceeded its suppression of natural convection in the
liquid paraffin at low porosity. From another perspective, for a
fixed fiber diameter, the pore diameter and interfacial area for
porous media can be defined as shown in Eq. (10) [38]:

asf ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3pð1� eÞp
dep

¼ 3pdf

d2
ep

ð10Þ

Hence, the thermal communication between paraffin and cop-
per fibers is more intense at lower porosity owing to higher surface
area. Hence, T1 is lower at lower porosity in the melting region.
Fig. 11. Effect of porosity of MF-PCM on the center temperature of the LED lighting so
16.66 W.
It is observed that longer duration of temperature control
region was achieved when the porosity was higher, and this is
attributed to the larger volume of paraffin in the MF-PCM with
higher porosity. Because T1 will rise sharply after complete melt-
ing, T175% eventually becomes the highest in the liquid region. Until
the MF-PCM of 75% porosity melted completely, the temperature
difference among three porosities increased as the input power
increased, indicating the lower porosity material has better perfor-
mance in lowering T1 higher power before complete melting.

Fig. 12 shows the variation in T3 with time for three porosities.
T3 of the lower porosity material was higher than that of the larger
porosity material. Because the input power was fixed in each case,
more heat was transfer to the low-porosity MF-PCM. Moreover, the
lower the porosity, the sooner is the MF-PCM activated to start
melting and to melt completely. Fig. 13 compares the temperature
difference DT1 for three porosities. DT1 for lower porosity was
smaller than for larger porosity at any input power. In particular,
before melting completely, DT175% was two-thirds of DT185% and
half of DT195%. This demonstrates the temperature gradient is cer-
tainly smaller in the low-porosity MF-PCM in the temperature con-
trol region, which helps achieve lower temperature of the cooling
target.

3.4. Effect of different filling modes and porosity of MF-PCM (cooling
process)

Fig. 14 compares the cooling processes among the modes and
porosities. The time consumed to cool down to 27.1 �C for the heat
sink with paraffin and MF-PCM of 95%, 85%, and 75% porosity were
6375, 5374, 5662, and 5406 s, respectively, while that of the empty
hollow heat sink was only 1782 s. The result indicates that one
urce (T1) during heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d)



Fig. 12. Effect of porosity of MF-PCM on the center temperature of MF-PCM (T3) during the heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d) 16.66 W.
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disadvantage of using the PCM-based heat sink is that the cooling
period is extended. All four PCM-based heat sinks started to solid-
ify at almost the same time. Until the MF-PCM of 75% porosity fin-
ished solidification, T175% was the highest; T185% was higher than
T195%, and T1paraffin was the lowest. This is because the heat stored
in the PCM could be transferred more swiftly to the heat source in
the case of lower porosity because the enhancement of thermal
conduction outweighed the suppression of natural convection.
Considering that the heat sink with paraffin stores most heat and
that with MF-PCM of 75% porosity stores the least, the MF-PCM
of 75% porosity finishes solidifying most rapidly and paraffin does
so the most slowly. After the PCM solidifies again, the temperature
of the heat sinks with the MF-PCM switches to be lower than that
with paraffin because of the apparent enhancement of thermal
conduction by the PMFSF.
3.5. Effects of different modes and porosity of MF-PCM on critical time

The critical duration, during which T1 is maintained below a
critical temperature, is employed to evaluate the effects of various
filling modes and porosity of MF-PCM. The critical temperature is
usually the allowable maximum temperature for electronics to
operate reliably, and the values of 65 �C and 90 �C were used in this
work. Fig. 15 compares the critical duration below 65 �C and 90 �C
for various heat sinks. Apparently, whichever the critical tempera-
ture chosen, the effective protection time of all the heat sinks
shorten as the input power increases. In addition, the critical dura-
tion of the empty heat sink is furthermore shorter than that of the
PCM-based heat sinks, indicating the introduction of PCM helps to
guarantee that the cooling target can operate safely for a longer
time. When the critical temperature was 65 �C, the critical duration
of the heat sink with paraffin was shorter than those of the heat
sinks with MF-PCM. When the input powers were large enough
(11.03 W, 13.65 W, and 16.66 W), lowering the porosity of MF-
PCM can extend the critical duration of the heat sink. However,
when the critical temperature was set as 90 �C, the critical duration
of the heat sink with paraffin was longer than that of the heat sinks
with MF-PCM. Further, for the heat sinks with MF-PCM, lowering
the porosity will reduce the critical duration.

Although the heat sink with paraffin has the longest critical
duration and that with MF-PCM of 75% porosity has the shortest
at a critical temperature of 90 �C, as shown in Figs. 8 and 11, most
of the time T1 of the heat sink with MF-PCM of 75% porosity is
lower than that of the other PCM-based heat sinks until the tem-
perature reached the critical value. This phenomena verifies that
the heat sink with MF-PCM of 75% porosity can achieve a powerful
limit on the rising of T1, though its critical duration below 90 �C is
the shortest. Therefore, the time-averaged effective thermal resis-
tance (TAETR) Rt is also employed to evaluate all PCM-based heat
sinks:

Rt ¼
R t
0ðT1 � TaÞdt
ð1� hÞQth

ð11Þ

Here, Ta is the ambient temperature; Q, the input power of the
LED lighting source; th, the critical duration below 90 �C of the heat
sink with the MF-PCM of 75% porosity; h, the ratio of luminous
power to input power (the ratio is equivalent to 30%; tested by
an Instrument System� integrating sphere system).

As shown in Table 2, owing to the more intensive natural con-
vection that accelerated the energy charging rates, the TAETR of



Fig. 13. Effect of porosity of MF-PCM on the temperature difference (DT1) during the heating process at (a) 8.54 W, (b) 11.03 W, (c) 13.65 W, and (d) 16.66 W.

Fig. 14. Transient temperature of the center temperature of the LED lighting source
(T1) for different filling modes and porosity of MF-PCM during the cooling process.
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all four PCM-based heat sinks decreased as the input power
increased. Further, the TAETR of the heat sink with paraffin was
higher than that of the heat sinks with MF-PCM. The difference
in TAETR between the heat sink with paraffin and that with MF-
PCMs increased as the input power increased, indicating that the
improvement in the effective thermal conductivity by PMFSF is
more evident under high heat flux. At sufficiently high input pow-
ers (11.03 W, 13.65W, and 16.66 W), TAETR showed an increasing
trend as the porosity increased. The above discussion shows that
we should consider synthetically the aspects of the critical dura-
tion and TAETR while applying the MF-PCM heat sink to short-
duration or intermittent high-power electronic devices.

4. Conclusions

The effect of using paraffin/PMFSF composites PCM (MF-PCM)
to enhance the thermal performance of PCM-based heat sinks
was experimentally investigated. Three types of heat sinks (filled
with MF-PCM, filled with paraffin, and empty) with LEDs as heat
sources were tested under four power levels. The results yield
the following conclusions:

� The PCM-based heat sink can protect the heat source from the
shock of high heat flux and guarantee safe operation of the cool-
ing target for a longer time, but the cooling period is extended.

� The addition of PMFSF can enhance heat transfer to the PCM
leading to lower heat source temperature owing to its high
thermal conductivity and large specific area. The improvement
of heat transfer by MF-PCM is more evident under larger heat
flux.

� The natural convection of liquid paraffin is more constrained,
but the enhancement of thermal conduction and thermal com-
munication between paraffin and copper fibers is more intense
in the MF-PCM of lower porosity. Before complete melting, a
lower heat source temperature and temperature gradient can
be achieved at smaller porosity, while longer duration of tem-
perature control region is achieved at higher porosity. This is



Fig. 15. The critical duration of the system below (a) 65 �C and (b) 90 �C under various conditions.

Table 2
Time-averaged effective thermal resistances (unit: �C/W) of four PCM-based heat
sinks.

PCM Paraffin 95% MF-PCM 85% MF-PCM 75% MF-PCM

8.54 W 7.018 6.793 6.854 6.879
11.03 W 5.450 5.118 5.110 4.981
13.65 W 4.758 4.144 4.092 4.002
16.66 W 4.184 3.562 3.391 3.287
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because the enhancement of thermal conduction by MF-PCM
outstripped its suppression of the natural convection in the liq-
uid paraffin.

� When the critical temperature is set as 65 �C, the critical dura-
tion of the heat sink with paraffin is shorter than that of the
heat sinks with MF-PCM. The time-averaged effective thermal
resistance of the heat sink with paraffin is higher than that of
the heat sinks with MF-PCM.
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